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why retreats?
Longer retreat-based sessions provide greater

opportunity for getting to the root issue with clarity and
building YOUR plan for forward & higher

Stepping out of your day-to-day routine allows you to
singularly focus all of your resources on your growth,

reflection and process

Retreats capitalize on motivation and cut out the
ambivalence that can happen between weekly or monthly

sessions

Concentrated, focused sessions may be more economical
than traditional long-term approaches 

Commitment to a personal Expedition retreat reflects
your upfront investment in yourself and the process 

Time-limited and focused investment is highly potent, 
 concentrated, depth-oriented 
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The combination of Expedition Retreat Intensive sessionsThe combination of Expedition Retreat Intensive sessions
in a beautiful tucked-away-in-the-mountains settingin a beautiful tucked-away-in-the-mountains setting
offers extended time for reflection of your inner trek.offers extended time for reflection of your inner trek.  

This time-limited and goal drivenThis time-limited and goal driven    approach can beapproach can be
extremely beneficial for individuals, couples and familiesextremely beneficial for individuals, couples and families

in need of a life or relationship or career “tune up” inin need of a life or relationship or career “tune up” in
areas such as:areas such as:
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expedition options

  3-day retreat intensive*

 1-day retreat intensive*

  5-day retreat intensive*

  7-day retreat intensive*
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*Fees do not include travel, lodging or meals



TRY A
FRIENDS'

EXPEDITION!

What about sharing an EXPEDITION retreat
with your trusted inner circle? 

Learn the ENNEAGRAM together!

This is a great option for friends, book
study, Bible study groups!



Let's talk! Book a Consultation Appointment right from the website!

Check your calendar for your selected intensive length availability. I
will suggest some lodging options for consideration. Travel, meals,
lodging and incidentals are not included. Please plan accordingly.  

Complete retreat intensive pre-work (I will send this after our
consultation.)

If you are using your Expedition as a jump start to longer term
coaching (with me or someone else) or with a therapist, let me
know!
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next steps...
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Please note, not all situations are appropriate for an Expedition Intensive.
They are designed for those who are emotionally safe and stable enough
not to require inpatient care. Our time will focus  on depth work, 
 resolution and "forward from here"- it would not be an appropriate
substitute for crisis stabilization or detox needs. The stand-alone
Expedition intensive format has helped many people but it is not always
a substitute for traditional ongoing, longer term psychotherapy. Some
people use their Expedition as a more rigorous jumpstart to longer term
therapeutic work. Others use the Expedition intensive as a boost if
regular therapy has stalled. And some schedule periodic regular "mini-
Expeditions" for their ongoing work.   

Some people attend an intensive because they have a passion for self-
exploration and personal growth. The Expedition format is an excellent
complement to other self-development work. There are many reasons
you might wish to consider this model, and our consultation will help to
ensure that an Expedition intensive is the right path for you. Expeditions
are excellent for people who: 

>Prefer to progress more rapidly than a once a week format allows. 
>Lack sufficient time to meet with a coach or therapist weekly.
>Have an irregular or unpredictable schedule
 >Prefer to see a coach psychologist outside of their community
>Want to thoroughly address a life challenge soon after it occurs
>Seek to compliement personal transformation work already in progress

Most people will accomplish quite a lot during the retreat, but some
issues or patterns are so entrenched that change can be slow. If you
require more support, you have the option of returning for another
Expedition, following up with me in person for up to 3 sessions or by
phone/secure video, or you can complete your work elsewhere.
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